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	The last decade we have witnessed a major change in the

	development of new techniques and agents for the treatment of cancer in

	general, and for soft tissue sarcomas in particular. The important

	achievements of molecular biology research have changed the landscape

	markedly. Increasingly subtypes of soft tissue sarcomas are shown to be

	related to changes in cellular growth factors in the cell signaling

	pathways. This in theory enabled to development of agents with specific

	activity against these factors. The presence of the KIT receptor at the

	surface of the gastrointestinal stroma tumor cell, and the constitutive

	activation by mutations, has lead to the discovery of the specific KIT

	tyrosine kinase inhibitor Imatinib, an agent with impressive activity in this

	disease. Before the era of Imatinib, GIST was an untreatable disease once

	metastasized. Imatinib clearly is a breakthrough in the approach of soft

	tissue sarcomas, and will likely serve as a role model for the development

	of other agents acting towards other receptors. Likewise, soft tissue

	sarcomas with their specific molecular characteristics, will likely serve as

	role model diseases for targeted treatment approaches. Whether the future

	lies in drugs with selective inhibition of only one receptor and one

	pathway, or multiple receptors and multiple pathways is currently a matter

	of debate, and again soft tissue sarcomas serve as role model.





	Fully in line with the more targeted approach in drug use, the

	changes in the field of radiation therapy and surgery basically also focus

	on a better targeting of the disease, albeit not based on the molecular

	characteristics yet.





	The present volume of this series reflects all of the above

	mentioned changes. World wide renowned experts have been willing to

	contribute to this book, and we would like to thank all of them for their

	efforts. Hopefully this book will contribute to a better understanding of

	the changes in the field, and will serve our patients in helping getting a

	better future.
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PostgreSQL: The comprehensive guide to building, programming, and administering PostgreSQL databases, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2005
The second edition of the best-selling PostgreSQL has been updated to completely cover new  features and capabilities of the 8.0 version of PostgreSQL. You will be lead  through the internals of the powerful PostgreSQL open source database chapter,  offering an easy-to-read, code-based approach...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: Middle America and the CaribbeanMacmillan Technical, 1995
Over 153 million people live in the Middle American and Caribbean culture areas, which are divided primarily between the Middle American mainland cultures and the Caribbean cultures of the West Indian islands and Bermuda.

Middle America is the region south of the United States and north of South America. It includes Mexico and Central...
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Artificial Intelligence: Modern ApproachPrentice Hall, 2002
Integrates state-of-the-art AI techniques into intelligent agent designs, using examples and exercises to lead the reader from simple reactive agents to full knowledge-based agents with natural language capabilities. Covers areas that are sometimes under-emphasized--reasoning under uncertainty, learning, natural language, vision and robotics--and...
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Forensic Analytical TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The book will be an open learning / distance learning text in the Analytical Techniques for the Sciences (AnTS) covering analytical techniques used in forensic science. No prior knowledge of the analytical techniques will be required by the reader.


	An introductory chapter will provide an overview of the science of the...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to ActingAlpha, 2001

	In Henry Fielding’s great novel Tom Jones, the young hero and his friend Partridge go to see a production of Shakespeare’s Hamlet—a play that had been around for less than 50 years at that point. Partridge, always opinionated and usually wrong, is not impressed by the actor playing Hamlet: “Why, I could act as well as...
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Dialogue with Bakhtin on Second and Foreign Language Learning: New PerspectivesLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This volume is the first to explore links between the Russian linguist Mikhail Bakhtin's theoretical insights about language and practical concerns with second and foreign language learning and teaching. Situated within a strong conceptual framework and drawing from a rich empirical base, it reflects recent scholarship in applied linguistics that...
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